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ABSTRACT 

Regional climate forecasts cannot yet be derived with confidence from general circulation 
models of the atmosphere, particularly in terms of projecting precipitation changes at 
middle latitude locations such as Ireland. This paper employs several large datasets 
relating to Irish precipitation and synoptic circulation types to examine past and present 
precipitation-circulation relationships. These relationships are then used to make prelimi
nary inferences concerning likely changes in seasonal parameters in a greenhouse-warmed 
Irish climate. It is concluded that increases of 5-15% in winter precipitation will be 
accompanied by significant reductions in summer values, especially in eastern Ireland. 
These projections, allied to the global predictions concerning sea level rise are then used 
in an examination of some implications, particularly in civil engineering aspects of 
environmental management. 

Introduction 

Environmental -managers, particularly in civil en
gineering-related fields, have, in the past, implicitly 
worked on the assumption that climate is a relatively 
conservative, stable commodity which can be charac
terised by a set of data derived from a long period of 
observations. Conventionally, a 30-year span of such 
observations has been used to derive the means, ex
tremes and frequencies of the Various weather ele
ments which give a location its unique climatic 'fin
gerprint'. Thus, climatologists could supply informa
tion, for example, on the likely return period of ex
treme wind gusts, rainfall amounts, or temperature 
extremes - considerations important in endeavours 

ranging from building design through to water re
source management. It is now clear that such baselines 
canm~_t be extended into the past, or more seriously into 
the short term future, with,my degree ofcertainty. That 
the climate of even extremely equable temperatere
gfoiis such as Ireland, as of the globe in genera[~ 

c--·-->,-•• 

changes on all scales is now an acc~ted f,i_cj, and t~ 
it lli'!Y change more radically_.QYITJhfa1extfort)' years___ 

-than over the last millennium is increasingl)c likely,Jt 
is no surprise, t_herefore, _that_ the issue of c_lim~te 

. .change has been described as "potentially th~greatest 
gl_obal environmental challenge facing_ mankind'·' 
\floughtofi, ·199u)~Furtnetlfiore, ansmg from Ufo m' 
vestigations of the Greenland Ice Core Project, climate 
change appears to be on occasion a step-functional 
phenomenon and ·not necessarily the gradual phenom
enon which the results of computer modelling tend to 
suggest (GRIP, 1993). 

In I 98 8. tht;. Wodd Meteorological Organisation 
' and the UnitedNationsEnvironmentProgrammejointly 
establ~~ .Interg-OVemmen~J Panel.on_Cllinatic_, 
C:::bange (IPCC) t9 __ examine_.fue __ n;;tur1,,_implicatinns, 
and possibie' options for mitigation, . of..thJ' 
a_nthropog~n!c iIJlpact on climate ~SSS)ci_t~ted _ytit!!_~~' 
enhanc"4''greenhouse eff'ect". The IPCC reported in 
August 1990 and 137 countries represented_iiJbe 
World Climate Conference in N ovemb_er of that YO!!T 

I 
I 

I 
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11rg~Q,_3:n_im~_e~jate __ corrµrienceme~~-9f_E-_eg_o_t~_a_!!g_~s to 
~gree a frame;ork c-onv~~tion-for ratification during, 
the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environllle11t 
and Development in Rio de Janeiro. As became only 
too apparent during this conference, regional interest 
groups sought to broaden the arguments to incorporate 
long standing grievances concerning the relationships 
between developed and developing countries, and the 
ultimate product was a considerably watered down 
convention which was mostly aspirational. The con
vention became a piece of binding international legis
lation on 21st March 1994, 90 days after having been 
ratified by fifty countries. Gi_ven the likelihqod t_hat 110 
effo_c,ti~e_internation~L-~g,:_e~m~llta!ln_Jimiting CD2 
.etni§J•to!!~--!~-H~e.ly_ tn 1,he hn:rpedjaJ~Jµture,,_ partj_cu:
larly in the light of the fruitless Rio+5 follow up Earth 
Summit in June 1997', there is no reason_!9_aJt~r __ th_e_1 
latest IPCC "Busi;;ess-as-Usual" scenario which en
visag~s a g1;;bally-averaged temperature rise ot'Ts-
3.soc within the next century (Leggat! et al, 1992). 

General Circulation Models 

Projected changes in Irish climate can as yet only 
be crudely inferred from the output of globa~_ale 
computer models of the general circul'!(ion (GCM). 
These are based on the physical conservation laws 
which describe changes in momentum, heat and water 
vapour as a consequence of atmospheric niotion and, 
for the purposes of running them, the atmosphere is 
divided into a number of vertical levels (2-19) and 
spatially organised into a series of horizontal grid 
points (300-1000km apart). The value of the predicted 
variables (wind, temperature, humidity, surface pres
sure, rainfall etc.) is calculated for each layer and grid 
point by running the model forwards in discrete time 
steps, approximately 30 minutes, starting from some 
initial condition. Typically, equilibrium results using 
a normal and Co2-enriched attnosphere are compared. 
The technique has only become possible with the 
advent of very fast computers since the output for one 
step at each point is used as the input for the next at 
every other point. Thus to compute each of the basic 
attnospheric variables at each grid point requires that 
roughly 1Q5 numbers be stored, recalled, recalculated 
and stored again. Today's most powerful computers 
are about 1,000 times as fast as their predecessors of 
the 1970s, enabling the incorporation of more sophis-
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ticated information into numerical models and also 
permitting increasing resolution in their treatment of 
climate. Currently, seasonal and regional details are 
just beginning to emerge as output possibilities, as is 
the important question of the variability charactetis
tics of future climate. 

The range of performance of GCMs has narrowed 
substantially in recent years. Fairly good agreement 
with observational data is now apparent, particularly 
for low latitude pressure distributions. Polewards of 
600 a considerable problem still exists due to the as yet 
unresolved difficulties of the ice-albedo feedback ef
fect detailed below. In contrast, with precipitation 
modelling, the greatest uncertainties lie at low lati
tudes, where large discrepancies_ with observational 
-data continue to exist. In this case also a feedback 
problem is responsible, namely the failure of most 
models to incorporate successfully the role played by 
clouds. 

Feedback Mechanisms Limiting the Effectiveness of 
GCMs 

A feedback occurs when a change in a particular 
component of a system provokes a further series of 
changes in other elements, the consequence of which 
eventually causes a further effect on the initial compo
nent. Positive feedback reinforces change and means 
the system tends towards instability. Negative feed
back, on the other hand, is a damping mechanism and 
systems characterised by negative feedback often have 
a large capacity for self regulation. The climate system 
has many feedback loops, both positive and negative, 
and successful modelling entails the accurate incorpo
ration of these into the procedure. 

Ice-albedo feedbacks. The present global albedo is 
0.30, meaning that 30% of incoming short wave 
insolation is reflected back to space, an amount which 
determines how much absorption (and thus warming) 
of the earth-attnosphere system can occur. A strong 
determinant of this reflectivity is how much snow and 
ice exists, since such surfaces have albedos of0.7-0.9. 
A _decrease in ice coverage during a period of gl_QQ.al 
warming decreases the global albedo, causing in
creased absorption, a further retreat of the ice margin, 
and a further decrease in albedo. This self-sustaining 
mechanism is a positive feedback which of course also 

! 
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operates in the opposite direction during global cool
ing periods and was suggested by Budyko (1980) to 
have almost produced a catastrophic total glaciation of 
the globe during the Pleistocene epoch. 

Water vapour feedbacks. The principal greenhouse 
gas in the atmosphere is not C02 but rather water 
vapour which blocks outgoing terrestrial long wave 
radiation very effectively in the 5-7µm wavelength 
range. When temperatures rise, evaporation from the 
oceans and other moist surfaces, and transpiration 
from vegetation, is increased and more water vapour is 
carried in the lower attnosphere. This enhances the 
effectiveness of the long wave trapping, allowing the 
surface to warm further. Again a positive feedback 
mechanism is in evidence which reinforces a warming 
trend. 

Cloud feedbacks. Cloud feedbacks are more difficult 
to appreciate since it is not clear even in which direc
tion feedback occurs. This is a consequence of the fact 
that clouds are both highly reflective, thus influencing 
global albedo, and composed of water vapour, thus 
influencing the greenhouse effect. The question of 
whether in a wanner world more clouds mean more 
reflectivity, and therefore cooling, or more absorption, 
and therefore warming, has not yet been completely 
resolved. Current thinking is that mid/low altitude 
clouds may be more significant for the albedo while 
high clouds such as cirrus may be more important for 
absorption. 

But while increased temperatures will certainly 
lead to more cloud formation, global cloud cover may 
not increase correspondingly. Increased evaporation 
may manifest itself in the form of more cumulus cloud, 
with little change in overall albedo. An increase in 
stratus clouds on the other hand would imply an 
increase in total coverage and a cooling tendency - a 
negative feedback effect overall. GCMs are not cur
rently very successful in handling cloud formation, 
particularly in terms of height, since it occurs at a scale 
much smaller than their grid size and much work needs 
to be done before complete confidence in their output 
is possible. 

F eedbaCks in Combination 

need to be added up to detennine their overall effects. 
The magnitude of the total will determine the sensitiv
ity of the climate system to change. One way of 
addressing this (Henderson-Sellers and McGuffie, 
1987) is to ask the question: "What temperature change 
dT will occur in response to a prescribed (e.g. doubled 
C02) net radiative flux change across the tropopause, 
dQ?" The system can be simplified as follows: 

C [ O(dT)/ilt] + AdT = dQ 

where: C is the system heat capacity, A.L\.T is the net 
radiative change resulting from the internal character
istics of the climate system, and t is time. 

An appropriate value for A is AB which is the value the 
earth would have if it was a black body with its present 
day albedo, so that: 

AB = 4 aTe4 = 3.75 W m-2 K-1 

where: cr is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 
and: Te is the earth's effective temperature. 

The total sensitivity of the earth's climate can now be 
obtained by adding the internal feedback factors as 
follows (Henderson-Sellers and McGuffie, 1987): 

A.Total = AB + A.water vapour+ A.ice albedo + Ac1ouds 

Some of these quantities are known. For doubled C02, 
it is known that dQ = 4.0 Wm-2, while A.water va'/'our = 
-1.7 W m-2K-l and A.ice albedo= -0.6 W m-2K- . 

Thus: 

A.Total = 1.45 + A.clouds 

Estimates for A.clouds range from Oto -0.8 W m-2K-l 
(Henderson-Sellers and McGuffie, 1987). 

Substituting A.Total into the first equation above, the 
equilibrium temperature [O(dT)/ilt = OJ for doubled 
C02 can be derived. 

A zero value for A.clouds gives dT=2.8°C, while a 
value of-0.8 W m-2K-l gives a temperature change of 
6.1 °c. Clearly, cloud feedback effects must be better 

Multiple feedbacks, operating in different directions 
· understood before GCM results may be accepted with 

confidence. 
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Response times The response time ( or equilibration 
time) is that time a part of the climatic system takes to 
accommodate itself to a perturbation. These vary enor
mously from a matter of days for the lower attnosphere 
to several centuries for the deep oceans and ice sheets. 
Modelling the ocean's response to increased atmos
pheric C02 is especially important since it acts to 
remove C02 from the attnosphere and also to absorb 
and redistribute heat throughout its great volume. The 
upper three metres of the ocean store as much heat as 
the entire atmosphere. Incorporating these slow re
sponding components into models based on 30 minute 
time steps has proven extremely difficult and success
ful resolution awaits the development of more power
ful computers. 

GCM Estimates for Irish Climate 

Model predictions for global temperat11r~change . 
have been reducing as greater sophistication has been 
, achieved. Whereas estimated rises of4°C:: l>Lmid~ 
century were being suggested in the !at~ 1980s (Hansen 
et al, 1988), the 1992 sup]Jlementary IPCC report 
suggests a best esti;;,;t;for the penodl990-2100'of 
1,5-3.s_oc:: (Leggattetal, 1992). S9c)!~_c:ali!Jgg_Q',Y[lQJlS 
occurred also as awaren~s_s has_ gr9wn_ concerning 
othernegative feedback factors. For example, itis QQ_W 

believed that depletion of stratospheric ozone \V}ll 
have a cooling effect on theAtnlosphere, as will_C_Q!l-

. tinning i~creases in sulphate aerosol pollution as in
dustrialisation proceeds in countries such as China. It 
is also recognised that increased atmospheric C02 w111 
induce greater plant growth and carbon storage, help
ing to reduce the rise in atmospheric concentratfons. 

flowever, as far as Irel(l!Ld_iu;9J1i;i:med,--Illan_y., 
~gcteiS:,Sho~-1!~~ whicE~giv.e:~u~ds.,.f~ 
m~ing__,~e.a~~IJt~~~e:5:~at~s--~tQ~.@~C?f fu.tur~ 
c1i_l!l<',tt,,_Ef1Jltl:ii!s mid latil\lf!,:~orrs11g~estHl_l<[t_ 

"ireG.;,d-shouldbother things being_equal,-~~nce ..... ---,..--=--~- - --- ---
~~an~;;JQlbe_g[Qbal mean.,~ost g~Cl_b".!~":!11-
ing will occur at higher latitudes due·to the ice,~Jb~do 
ft;_edbJ!l:k effect, However, the dilllate of IrelaQd m~y 
be relatively slow to respond to greenhouse _f<ircgig 

-due to the moderatinginfluence ofihe Atlantic Oc~an. 
The Atlantic is-a particularly effective heai sink, with 
summer heat being dissipated each winter through a 
depth in excess of 200m and over a large' area off the 
west coast of Ireland in excess of 500m (Rowntree, 
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1990). Thus even if the European continent warms up, 
the existence of a cool sea surface around Ireland will 
inhibit warming in summer, while a poleward shift in 
winter isotherms will have a less positive effect on 
Irish winter temperatures than further east in Europe. 
These suggestions are partially supported by other 
GCMs which incorporate deep ocean mixing (Stouffer 
et al, 1989; Washington and Meehl, 1989) and by the 
work of Karoly (1987) who examined actual warming 
at the 700mb level between 1960-80. This study showed 
consistent warming almost everywhere except the 
north Atlantic and Pacific Oceans where considerable 
winter mixing depths also exist. IJlncli;sd.!l)~iJ; _ . 
~~dj_s __ isJo.w_.tQ_~~J~nsffi~r 
'lrish climate~rmi!!filby changesin~ciw.ula-,----·-:::::::::=::.=--~~- -· . -·:·· 
tiQnJ:~~~_,,~<!etail 

8 ,.,___bel~ 
Al) QCM m_o.!!i;_lu,re_dict higher annual precipil!'

. tion i;, the higi,mi!low_ 1a1itudes and higher winter 
pre~ipit~tiCJg_i_I1__n1id la_titude_locations such as lrel~d. 
This is to be expected since the attnosphere' s capacity 
to hold water vapour increases by approximately\'/%°C. 
However, little agreement is apparent from the models 
on where significant changes will occur and in particu
lar what can be anticipated for summer precipitation 
changes. For Irela11d,_y.,Me therg~gi:e,ement 
th_at __ !Y.~.!:!i~~-pr~~!Pitation will increase ...... contradictory 
sigf!::i._lLare ___ in .. evidencewhen __ it 1:;.om.e.s .. to _SID:fimer 
val1,1_~Sl ... 

It is thus apparent that regional climatic forecasts 
based on GCMs are not yet possible to make with any 
degree of confidence and while some credibility may 
be placed on temperature estimates, projected precipi
tation changes cannot be relied upon in any way as y,t. 
Indeed as Wigley and Santer (1990) point out, GOMs 
are .not able to simulate present precipitation patterns 
at fine scales, let alone future patterns. A great deal of 
work is therefore required before authoritative state
ments can be made. One approach to overcoming these 
regional inadequacies and to estimating summer pre
cipitation changes in Ireland follows. 

Synoptic Circulation Analogues for Projlcting 
-Future Irish Summer Precipitation 

Examining the association between precipitation 
and circulation type enables the component contribu
tions of a place's annual precipitation regime to be 

I 
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disaggregated according to the circulations producing 
it. This is important given the growing awareness that 
significant circulation changes have occurred in recent 
times (Briffa et al., 1990) and that sh2r_t te_rmJIJ!91:<c 
climatic changes in Iajand will be determinedJirillcic 
pajly by:£h_~ng~s;;;~circui~tion freg.;-eng~~ If it is 
possibielo_aiiiidp®' ihe nature of theses!l)ore_~\l_thor_i_
t;ti;~-~~timatioJLOfthe:e1wirillllllentaLsig_nificance of ---··--------"=·· . --- . ' ... -------.. . . _, __ - -- .... ····-- --·----~-----
climatic change may be mad_ec 
.. In relating precipitation yields to synoptic circula
tion types, the first requirement is for some form of 
daily categorisation of airflow types across Ireland. A 
number of approaches have been made to achieving 
this, ranging from early _tabulations of surface wind 
direction frequencies (Brooks and Hunt, 1933), through 
more sophisticated airmass analysis (Belasco, 1952) 
to perhaps the best known catalogue of airflow types 
devised·by Lafub (]950;1972). This scheme involves 
seven primary types: anticyclonic,, '~clonic, norlh
westerly, westerly, northerly, easier! and southerly. 
Subsequently, a further nineteen hy rid categories 
(together with an unclassified categor were added, 
incorporating more complex circulation types into a 
daily catalogue extending from 1861. Updating has 
enabled a register of over 130 years of daily circulation 
types to be compiled. The categories are considered to 
be reasonably representative of an area (50-60°N and 
]OOW-20E) which includes Ireland, though problems 
of intra regional variation do occur (O'Hare and 
Sweeney, 1993; Mayes, 1994). 

\1. P.recipitat.ion_Data Daily rainfall observations were 
assembled initially for 53 stations in Ireland fm a 
period of approximately 40years, selected on the basis 
of their length, reliability and location. Some were 
found to be suspect on individual days and for longer 
periods of time and these were discarded; ultimately 
34 stations were retained/A nearest neighbour statistic 
of 1.14 was calculated indicating that the network 
could be considered significantly random at the 0.0 I 

and one year of data for Ireland by Houghton and 0 
Cinneide (1976). 

Substantial contrasts in rainfall yield are apparent 
with individual circulation types. An anticyclonic north
erly airflow, for example produces only about 0.4mm 
on average across Ireland while a cyclonic southerly 
flow yields abouttwelve times this amount. The marked 
rainfall gradients which occur in relation to circulation 
trajectories are best appreciated, however, when 
mapped (Figure I). One of the advantages of using a 
very long run of data is that such maps are generally 
based on a very large number of days and therefore 
may be considered relatively undistorted by particular 
disturbance trajectories. In the case of the three most 
common circulation tYPes: anticyclonic, westerly and 
cyclonic, the number of days used in the calculations 
exceeded 2,800 at some stations. 

I 
Circulation Types and Precipitatidll Yields 

~Anticyclonic._ Pressure i_s typ~_a!Jl'J,li;.hovter[reland 
and. s1Jbsidin_g air inhibits precipitati_onalmost ,very_, 
v,,here. Ge11er_ally_d~ily amounts are less than_ 1.0mm 
anclonly in the west with Atlantic fronts skirting the 
western seaboard do average falls exceed this value. 

Cyclonic. A cyclonic circulation type involves the 
movement of an Atlantic/Biscay depression centre 
across Ireland. Over a long period of record the actual 
track taken by such lows may vary considerably, 
producing a fairly uniform distribution of precipita
tion. Only in the interior is there a hint that o~eanic 
water vapour supplies may be diminished somewhat. 
With such a quite uniform distribution of rainfall by 
comparison with other airflows, it could be suggested 
that should an increase in the frequency of cyclonic 
airflows occur across Ireland with global warming, the 
characteristic west -east contrast in rainfall receipt could 
be expected to diminish. 

level and could thus be considered reasonably repre- Westerly. Westerly circulations are the most frequent 
sentative of precipitation conditions in lowland Ire- synoptic type in the Lamb-classification register, oc-
land. curring 18.9% of the time With low pressureto the 

Mean daily rainfall amounts were calculated for nort~_andhig!ipreSSJJretothesouih'o([~J_am!,_t!Jereis 
each of the Lamb-classification circulation categotj,es --ofiv.iously___ggjngJo_ he a north-south_auvell as west
for each station for the 40 year perio~. In this respect -east d<rline irrpprip_i_tation receiJ:ll. Indeed parts of the 
the exercise was similar to that carried out using 15 -=""west coast receives almost three times as much pre
years of data for southern England by Stone (1983a,b) cipitation with this airflow as the Leinster co~st where 
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Figure 1: Precipitation yields in Ireland with principal Lamb synoptic circulation categories 

a very prominent rain shadow can be seen to the lee of 
the Wicklow mountains. Again the effects of a contin
ued decline in the frequency of westerly circulations 
could be expected to diminish west-east contrasts in 
the annual rainfall, particularly if the replacement of 
such flows by cyclonic airflows occurred. 

North westerly. A ridge, often extending from the 
Azores anticyclone, is the most common cause of 
north westerly airflow, causing depressions to move in 
a north west to south east direction to the north of 
Ireland. Falls over 3.0mm are observe(loin the north 
west and on exposed coasts in Munster, though else
where yields are small. A notable rain shadow area 
exists along the south coast of Ireland where the driest 
area with this airflow is located. · 

Northerly. High pressure located west of Ireland 
means that Ireland is generally drier than Britain with 
this airflow which occurs about4.7% of the time. The 
north west coast receives the greatest amounts with the 

main areas of significantly reduced yield being around 
Dundalk (south of the Mournes) and in south Leinster 
(south of the Wicklows). 

Easterly. Low pressure over France or the Bay of 
Biscay and high pressure to the north of Ireland is the 
most common cause of an easterly airflow. Fronts 
frequently move from east to west across southern 
parts, often becoming slow moving, and consequently, 
precipitation is highest on the south coast where a 
passage across the Celtic Sea enables moisture collec
tion and encourages convective overturning in winter 
and autumn. Indeed, perhaps somewhat surprisingly, 
much of the Co. Cork coastline receives greater yields 
from an easterly flow than from a westerly airstream. 
A distinct rain shadow can be observed west of the 
Wicklows. ..:; ff 

Southerly. Maritime tropical air masses come heavily 
laden with moisture and southerly circulation types are 
the wettest airflow to affect Ireland. Stratiform cloud 

\\I\ 
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produced by air passing over the progressively cooler 
waters of the North Atlantic Drift yield copious amounts 
of precipitation when any lifting occurs such as over 
the mountains of Cork/Kerry and the southern 
Widdows. 

Circulation-precipitation Scenarios for Irish Green
house Summers 

Wh.~ circ:ulation fn,guenpy changes ( and 
tl195preci@atio]lsba1Jgi,§1,can be expected to occur in 
Ireland as greenhouse warming proceeds?_ One way of 
addressing this is to examine what circulat1oi typ,s 
!)ave be~l!._asso~iate,rwitJi warm summ<;,rs ill fue pajJ, 
For ·this, as Ion[_ a temperature record as possible is 
desirable to avoid distortions due to anomalous block
ing situations, and the long instrumental record devel
oped by Manley (1974) and since continuously up
dated, for temperatnre conditions symptomatic of cen
tral England was chosen rather than a shorter run of 
data from Irish locations .. MifilkY 's recgrd is generally 
held to be fairly representai,veotcorulitions in bo_th 
Bi;itain and Irelarn.I and r~p~esentsthe lollge_s,t reliab~e 
instrumenlfil!y~~erature record avaHable 
glQQ!l]ly, extencJill&Q'!\'Jc t<.>th• mid 17th cent!!fY ... Fr,Im 
thjs, ~-mm~rs i,_xilibiting_clep"!!ures_Qf tl (\"_lll"lll) _,µid 
+2 (hot) standard deviations in temperature were ex-

- - ~",;~;, 
Warm summers (>lo above mean average June/ 
July/August temperature 1659-1997) 

1666,1676,1679, 
1701,1706,17fJ/,1718,1719,1727,1T253,1731,1733,1736,1747, 
1759,1762,1772,1775,1778,1779,1780,1781,1783,1794,1798 
1800,1808, 1818, 1826,1831,1834, 1835, 1846, 
1857, 1859, 1868,1870, 1887, 1893,1899 
1911, 1921,1933, 1934, 1935, 1947, 1949, 
1955, 1959, 1975, 1976,1983,1984, 1989, 1995 

Hot Summers (>2o above mean averageJune/ 
July/August temperatnre 1659-1997 

1781, 
1826,1846, 1899, 
1911,1933,1947,1975,1976,1983,1995 

Table 1; Warm and hot summers in the central England 
temperature series 

tracte,_d (!'able 1). T,he latter corresponds to extra 
su~e; warmth of abgutJ ,1°C,_close,(oJhat hypoth
~sisedfor the vicinity of!relandjn GCMsfor aooroxi
mate!y 2050, Analysis of _the averagefreqµency of 
ci]:cuJ~\igl) typrs (Table 2) shows th_at tll,y)lfe associ
at.e_c:_! __ '\:Y!!_~ _s1.ff?~~ap.Jial __ i_1!Cr~_t!_Se_s_ fµ anJi.f y_c;lon~_ circula
tions and marked declines _in westerly types. 

Since at this p~int b~th th~ rai~fitll y__ield ~y circu: 
lation type ( summer yields were distilled from the 
annual-data discussed above) a9d the freguen<0y of 
circ_ulatio_n typ_es whichprodll~~ _wan11 and_hot sum-

. mers are known, it is possible to project the change~ in 
summer rOi~fallwhl'ch:mayaccompJlllY a_switch to,a 
greenhouse summer cli111:at~_ by. ~imuJati~g_ summer 
rainfallreceipt-;;teachl~cation-iu:~~rciing to the circu
lation frequenciesconcerni?d (Figure 2(a)). 

Diminutions in summer rainfall of approximately 
5-15% are indicatedfor]relanclnvith greatest reduc
tions occurring in eastern paFts, particularly the north 
e~s!~~-r~gAons .. Along the south coas_t_, __ warme_r !)o_uth
erly circulations will carry greater water vapour loads 
a11clJittle ch-"1,lg!ci.S1!£Il¥@tW mer .a vai!al:iffity imp li -
cations from future climate change are thus most likely 
tg QC£11r_ i11_ ,astem_ Irel_,µiJij_I1 .. §_llllll'.ller. _It . s)lould . of 
course also be remembered that these reductions may 
be accompanied by increases in potential 
evapotranspiration of approximately 8%. 

The scenario suggested in Figure 2(a) appears also 
to have some support from recent observational data. 

I 
1·1,: 
.' :', 

1, 

~:c:::~~t:Je~:~~;~~~!~~.'i:iz~~}~~~;a~:: )(''• 
overnorth western areas during the 1980s has partially · 
offset this. Greatest reductions have occurred in south-
ern ande_astern ])arts and Mayes (1991) h"ss_11ggested 
these are associated with changes in anticyclonic and 
westerly circulation freguencies. In Ireland-a crude 
regression on summer rainfall totalsat Valentia and 
Dublin Airport suggest that a more marked downward 
t~e~diS appa.: e_nt_in-recentSummif_S in eastern pajis, i_n 
line with the suggested changesbased on the synoptic 
circulation_analysis "1>ove (Figure 3(a)). -- - - · 

Using a similar approach, projected changes in 
winter raillfall are··seen to be genefally "illcre"ases, 
P"!!i~11l_arly in ;ve~~nll?"!!! (Figure 3(b )). ~records 
from Valentia and Dublin Airport (Figure 3(b )) again ) 
provide support, with a more substantive upward tre~d 
~t the former ill evioe[!(OeLfuo~g):i_S,!!f)i'$1J<,r.aiised 
<l?_alys~~ pr?vide_~~ten_~a_tive Jifst pass'. 
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Lamb circulation frequencies 1880-1996 

All Year All Summers Warm Summers 

Unclassified 4.0 3.8 3.3 

Anticyclonic 18.0 19.0 31.l 

AC/N.E 1.3 1.3 1.8 

AC/E 2.5 2.4 3.7 

AC/S.E. 0.9 0.7 1.5 

AC/S 1.1 0.9 1.0 

AC/S/W 0.8 0.8 0.7 

AC/W 4.6 5.4 6.1 

AC/N.W 1.4 2.1 2.8 

AC/N 1.9 2.2 2.7 

North East 0.9 1.0 0.6 

Easterly 3.5 1.9 2.4 

South East 1.8 0.7 1.2 

Southerly 4.4 2.4 3.3 

South West 2.8 2.1 2.1 

Westerly 18.5 17.8 13.3 

North Westerly 3.8 4.8 3.4 

Northerly 4.8 5.0 2.7 

Cyclonic 13.0 15.9 9.3 

Cy/NE 0.4 0.3 0.2 

Cy/E J.l 0.9 0.7 

Cy/SE 0.5 0.2 0.2 

Cy/S 1.2 1.0 1.4 

Cy/SW 0.5 0.5 0.3 

Cy/W 3.8 4.4 2.6 

Cy/NW 0.9 J.l 1.0 

Cy/N 1.4 1.3 0.7 

Table 2: Lamb Circulation Frequencies 1880-1996 

" 

1 
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Hot Summers 

3.3 
33.1 

1.7 
4.3 
1.4 
1.4 
0.6 
4.8 
2.5 
2.0 

;; 

0.3 I 
3.0 ii' 

>I 

1.4 i 
3.6 " j 

2.3 
10.9 

3.7 
2.0 
9.8 
0.3 
0.8 
0.2 
1.1 
0.3 
3.0 
1.4 
0.9 
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90 
95 

~-~60.Km. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 2: Projected changes in Precipitation for Ireland for approximately 2050, (a) summer (b) winter 

In summary, a scenario for Irish climate for 2050 

might be as f£llo~s: 

.Average _annual temperature change (~C): L(l 

Average -~nn_ual precipita~_~n: 

,Average winter precipitation chagg~ __ ,: _-t_5:lQ% 

::J-15_9'o. 

The values are not too dissimilar from those used as 
working assumptions by the Department of Environ
ment report on climate change (McWilliams, 1992) 
though do emphasise the likelihood of larger reduc-

__ tions in summer rainfall. Wanning in both seasons is 
slightly Jess than that suggested from averaging of five 
GCM results for north western Europe by Warrick and 
Barrow (1991). 

Implications for Environmental Management 

Global change will necessitate adjustments to en
vironmental management practice-s -tlrrougfiouCthe 
w_o!ld_. !!Llreland, the most significant impacts ·are. 

_ljJc_~fy 1o·reffite to ffie :manag~me11t qf-cbirstal~areas=and 
water resources. 

Sea-level rise and Coastal Management in Ireland 

Various studies (Gornitz and Lebedeff, 1987; ·---- --··--·--·- ·- \ 
Barnett, 1983;1984) have sug&ested tm!ULsea~y_el 
!l[eQfJ QJ.;i,!J!s has. o,~.!ll:fe.cl!J! .the Jl!!~IJQO Y".ai:s,_a! 
}east some of which may be attributable to the glo!J~l 
warming of0.5°C which has taken place over the samr 
perioo (Wigley and Raper, 1987). Over the next cen
tury, th~rmal expansion of the ocea,;s··;;,,illpi=;;vide 
about 37% of the contribution to an_anticip_atectnseof 
5_8cmsJWatson et al, 1992).,_!!ie.!'!~lting.Qfland-biiiid . 
glaciers in temperate latitudes a further3_9%, an_d ...the 
thinning of the Greenland ice-cap the remaining 2~%. 

,, 
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Figure 3(a): Summer P!;,ecipitation Trends at Dublin Airport (top) and Valentia Observatory (bottom) 1983-1997 
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Figure 3(b): Winter Precipitation Trends at Dublin Airport (top and Valentia Observatory (bottom) 1983-1997 
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(HAT= Highest Atmospheric Tide) (after Carter (1991) 

Figure 4: Surge Return Frequency at Malin Head 

Estimates of sea level rise up to 2100 have been revised 
downwards consistently from figures in excess of 5 
metres in the late 1970s as it has become clear that 
earlier fears regarding the catastrophic melting of the 
partially grounded/partially floating We~t A_ll1'\fCti<;_ 
ic:~~elf were probably exaggerated. It is n_~w l:>elieved ) 
th~lJ!~!La.J;>p.e m~tI~ ri§e clue JQ. .P.!~!lli}g of tl:rls iC,e 
sl!el[ wqyj(i ti!k'l.l!!l.tQ;iDO yearHo. occuc(Budd et al, 
1987). 

Examination of the four tide gauge records in 
Ireland which span a full nodal tide period of 19 years 
show only a very slight rising trend of 0.3-0.5mm/ 
year. Difficulties in interpretation arise, however, due 
to land reboumrstiif occurring north of a line from 
Galway to Dublin as the effect of the removal of the 
Pleistocene ice sheet is still felt. Any greenhouse-led 
coastal changes are therefore likely to be experienced 
south of this line in the first instance. 

"'The _pripcjpal impact will be fe~~ ii)_ terms of _in
c:r~.a..-~~c.L 1;,t_qmJ §l!fge_ ~fl!yjty. Figure 4 shows the ex
pected surge return frequency at Malin Head with 
various sea level scenarios. It is apparent that even 
with small sea level changes ( <0.3m) the return period 
changes appreciably, diminishing from a present I: 100 
yeareventto 1:33, 1: 11 and 1:2 year return for the three 

estimates shown. ~-1.!~~rifilLS!__I!!~-t_µ~s t4ll§__V{ill _~e.-

'\ 
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quire a higher level of protection but also a design 
capability for copi11=g _wtth a wint~! stqµ-p. magnitud~ 
which may recur more frequently th,inpresently. - · 

The response of the coast to sea-level rise is influ
enced by its structural geological/geomorphological 
characteristics and its relative exposure to wave and 
tidal processes. Increased coastal erosion, estuarine 
infilling, coastal_floodi!)g,saltwaterintrusionoTcoastal 
aquifers, _ _t,ll!rier change§, dune cl)a~g,s it1d wetland 
inunQation .. are obvious coµ~~quences of an accelera
tion in sea-level ris,. InJrnli!ncl ~l,9ut l30,160ha ·of 
land_are lost a11nually from abgu!3_QQIQ_qui\js,s (Carter 
and Johnstot1, 1982), mostly from the glacial drift 
c9a._~t!!1:1.e_s of t4.~ __ east ~()~St. 9eneranY ~~~eS~i~~ r;tes 
average 0.2-0.5 m/year though in places the rate of 
retreat currently exceeds 2m/year. In_SO(!!e instances 
natural processes are exacerbated by human actions in 
dredg}I1i:iialld.r:emova1~-reC_iaITiai!Ql!~. SJ[~~ discharge 
management, groundwater extraction and urtfortu--
n_atf;_ly},y iQ.Jidi~_foiii~S_4_Qfihlle __ p·r~ii~tfOl1 llieasures. -

Areas of particul_ar concern in terms of -~ear future 
sea:lev<Jl rise/sto;;,_-, Sll~ge acti;ity_exist. TheShannon .. 
Estuary arniQ!_<J9urcitjes ofD_ublin, C:<>rl<,Ii~lfaitand 
(}alv,ayar<,_p_'lltic_ll_]arly susceptible. In part this is due 

to_3 .. ~on~~.!!.l_!~~-~~~--~!'l~rial ~o_tpml:!!!_~cat!ons_ aQ_d 
i:n<;lustrial _develop)11ellts close to __ C~!fen_t_g~~ _leve_l _in 
thdr_vicini\V and also to_high capitaj_lnve§)rn_ents in 
residential. ancl _recreational land_l!seswhich may be 
co111prC>ntiJl"d._ Q)ltsi<!_e __ of l@.tll.ill"LCi!i~_i\,_\Qd\!~[ial 
zones at Dundalk and Drogheda, barrier beaches jn 
Wicl,lov,,, .W,;1,fQLdJl_l\d_ Walerford,_and embay.ments 
in K~rry, Galway and Mayo (such as Clew Bay and the 
MulletPeninsula)have been suggested by Carter ( 1991) 
c:i-~. VJ~)!!~J<!P_le. -~- -

At its most basic, t~oons~s_can_he __ p:rndr-_to 
c_opjn_g_ .. _with __ s_~a level_ ri_~_~_.:-_Jetreat or J>n:>tec;tion. 
R,etrea__l'i£normally_the_mpsteconomic strategy though 
!>ting __ '! V"!'\@t of a "do_ n_o_!lijng'.'. strate_gy i)_l}ll]S 
counter to the deeply imbued Irish cultura!_tr~it __(lf_ 
holclirig onto land at aH costs. Local pglitici,_alsQ may 
elevate minor land losses to ma(or:@litical _issu_es an.d 
produce calls for non economic schemes forprotec: 
_tion.About 100,000haoflandin 1 yJ2var.ri.st< > 

~;~~- ~ : •- rise - ____ o ~;i:;;-;.-arnountin to . 
_ 1 OOknl of the total coastline length of 6,5001cm (Carter, 
1991). _F_Ol_l!)OSt__2_f_this length the cost of relocatin_!l._ 
inhabita_ntsand infrastructure from lightly settled_as-

\ 
____ ,,/ 
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eas v,i!lcertainly be significantly less than construct
i11g and_ maintaining defences whlchcurrently cost 

__ aopro11,imately IR£5M/km. _; -- - · · ·· - · -

' Undoubtedly, where ~-high concentration of popu
lation, industry and infrastructure exists close to the 
shoreline, there is little alternative to some form of 
.rrotection strategy. Even here though, the costs must 
'be carefully appraised. The recent completion of the 
Thames (£559M) and East Scheidt (£1,500M) barri
ers, and the soon to be completed Venice barrier 
(£2,500M) represent investments which Ireland can 
never and should never contemplate. Inde~d tl!!,..l'X[)e
rience of '_hard e:rrgi_µ~e_!llig~ _ solu_tio~_s_jn_ arre_s_ting 
shoreline erosion in Ireland has been disappointing. 
Many of the measures have been unsuccessful and 

. have_ required eVen more- expeilSive remedial wOfk, 
exemplifying, as Devoy (1992) has claimed, "a~i
cious circle of scarce resources being sunk in insoluble 
problems of coastal dynamics". Indeed the building of 
sea walls at Bray, Portrush, Youghaf"and Lahinch 
appear to have enhanced beach removal and left the 
slll!it~r-i~- th-ellisel~~s-~ip-~~-ed tO. s_t~~ wa;e atti~k. 
As sea-level rises other deferiCe"S Wm-become Vulner
able such as the sea walls between Sandymount and 
Dun Laoghaire in Dublin Bay, some parts of the Liffey 
Quays, and around the Spanish Arch in Galway where 
occasional breaching presently occurs. 

Wgfil~~qg_ response_s to g~-~~_!_l_h_ouse led_ s_ea_ level 
rises in Ireland are probably best focused on 10.;ercost 

'iofieni]iieenng' strategies. The~e~ h_owever: r~~~ire 
)>..Q\Q _ _!!_goo.f!jnsig]]Lin\o. bQl\' __ s~m_ent. transfer.:Is 
oce)!rring in th1cazea concerned, and careful modellit1g 
of wh_at chang_esmay_<l!lS11_e.}\ltho11gh <>f_ short term 
lifu_sHJectancy, su.c-1:1.&trn.t_eeies_aisetbacklines, beach_ 
_qo_uflshmeg(, g_abion~. g~oJ;_xtile~. e~ulsi~~ -~~i;~d ~ 
dune gr_ass JJlanting ar_,: i:119!"-s,!itable to \l)eJi~anc:i~J 
_resources, of tjle local authority, and their political need 
to be seen to be doingj_()_tllething; although they must 
J:!.Ot be seen as a long term feaSsurariCe ·to···coasta1 
inhabitants that the hazard potential. of living in a 
tlimitened area has heene]1trl.ln]if,d. - - --

Changes in Hydrology and Implications for Water· 
Resource Management -- -

The rainfall changes suggested earlier would, if real
ised, have cotlsiderable implications for engineers 

concerned with hydrological management and water 
quality. Increases_<>f the_o_r_ciIT._Qfj D%J!l_ w_ij,_!er pre
cipi_tatiC?,_~ __ and de~_rease$ .of_ a ~_imil~-~~itl.!9_y in 
summer represent an unfavourable scenario for many 
endeavours incJ!!cljtlg~flood c9r)!rol,_dr0,!ght m_anage
m~nt, urb11n_ drfiln_a~-~it,ar_y~rvi~~li_,Jtncith~--lllJUn::; 
tenance of ad'-qll_'!(e dilution f<;>!_.<:ffluentd_ischarges. In 
essence they_ ~.lfflllle-omthe,pr@blems,-o.fvhl-gh\lfl'l'illter._ 

-Fiwed""'8-::-anijc-reduc,,>Q~lll!\l!lercflows;nhe'-lfatfot~ 
.. ,J;urth,,-r,eJ<acerbat,,-d t,yroo1rce1!-sothnoisture-storage .. 

Higher winter flows When the mean ofa distribution 
changes, the extremes change by a greater amount. 
Wigley (1989) suggests that a change in the mean of 
approximately one standard deviationl_)roduces a seven 
fold change in the frequency of an extreme. Irish 
rainfall however typically has a high standard devia
tion already relative to the mean and so changes of this 
magnitude are unlikely. Nonetheless, significant 
changes in river regimes can be expected. The precipi
tation and evaporation changes suggested in this study 
correspond quite closely to those of Scenario 2 in_ 
Cunnane and Regan's (1991) work on likely changes 

• 

in the hydrological regime of the River Brosna. For 
winter, they suggest that the discharge currently ex
ceeded 5% of the time would increase to 6% and that 
the return period for design floods would reduce by 
approximately 50%.~!"J'W!l'/lgeL~&IJIIL __ 
Il)Jlx:imm:!l!flD:adZrr:aclllcilID.!1.ntis·sig_nificanLstrl!!'e'll[h~ __ 
of the foundations of the Flood Studies Report (NERC, 

1975) is th~.th~pr\')J,Jil,rlit_y51~£.::gi_yen_r_~tl'!l:!!!~"-i!!Cbi,. 
-:-'ea;l~'!ll!1@i'rom aJongterm seni:ir_ofsuclrva!,iie§. If 

these change significantly, the tenets for water.man
agement in the catchment are immediately rendered 
unsound. 

~1¥1___!™ins.r~J11>!'<\,li)>1d~fi'l"r"lli:!l_w1't~fi"Wil!rnr• 
'"tiH19~1,,,,,;,~--.-_ :•,t1;,a1s_ _m .. ,1,. __ , ""!.<l«im"'mmwt-~ ~~~J-""-'--~ ' 1""' 
wioi-.ontex1>.".CJ"~ftilll!t<-fltw~wlll,t,1i.,l!)OOO:common!I 
fo aai:11t10n to mcreasmgt1ood pfoperts1tyih "1r~~dji 
susceptible urban areas such as Bray, Kilkenny, 
Ferrnoy, Mallow and Cork city, increased frequency 
of overtopping of arterial drainage systems is also a 
consequence. These structures are typically designed 
to accommodate the 3 year flood and their economic 
rationale may be further questioned. Likewise, design 
criteria for urban storm drainage systems will require 
reformulation though it should be noted that increased 
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flows will permit greater dilution of effluent at this 
time of the year. 

Lower summer flows R~d_u~ed_summer_rajtlfall has 
an enhanced effect on river flows due to accornpany
i11g depl~tiQn io_~piJ 1TI0istur~.-~m.4.i!l.Gr.~ses in pote_ntial 
evapotranspiration. ctemfLDds. Again Cunnane and 
Regan's (1991) estimate~ on tlle Brosna suggest that 
the discharge experienced less than 5 % of the time will 
increase in frequency to around 11 % of the time and 
that the 10 year low flow would become the five year 

event. ~ge.s have obvious iumlicatians in 
. terms of re~orage where paftieH18:liy-ttt-the 
end of summer, senous delays in recharge could occur. 
It will be necess to desi n for mcreased ea a~ify 
bot o a ow for greater carryover of water fr.QlILthe_ 
·winter period and to cater for higher summer water 
defuands from both domestic and agricu1tnra±-con
sumers. Irrigation economics change significantly with 
anyreduction in summer rainfall and considerable 
expansion in spray and sprinkler systems seems prob
able in the drier south east of the country. 

Groundwat"Jil'SOUf&«§.Rm~:ideJeRthaIL25% of 
Jri.shwater_ supplies. Driersummers_ would pose_ a 
threat to some shallow }lquifers,.particularly in karstic 

\lf"oa-")'}:1~re !hro1;1ghp~t of "'.~eri~ g11ite_fast. I!} such_ 
_area§ deeper wells will be re9)!.ll,<:L. Some. <;_Qasgtl 
aquifers may also suffer more frequently from summer 
sea w3.ter illtrll_Si6Il--a!:> a collseque·n_ce O({aililliJr~S_h
_wa\er levels and risi11g sea level_s. 

Water quality implications Increased summer tem
peratures and decreased summer rainfall are not con
ducive to the maintenance of present water quality 
standards. In awarding ~licences, a common 
criterion for an organic effluent might be that it should 
be discharged in amounts not calculated to cause an 
increase in Biochemical Oxygen Demand of 3mg/l 

Sweeney 

during the time oflowest flow. But if the likely lowest 
flow is substantially reduced, thedilution factor for 
effluent is correspondingly compromised. Unlicensed 
and accidental spillages also have enhanced effects in 
such circumstances. A deterioration of up to 20% in 
average downstream B.0.D. levels is possible in Irish 
rivers as a result of the change in regime. 

Lower summer flows also have the effect of pro
ducing higher nutrient concentrations, particularly 
phosphates (McGarrigle, 1990). This will, together 
with higher temperatures, encourage eutrophication, 
ultimately lead to a further reduction in dissolved 
oxygen and pose additional stresses for salmonid fish . 
The problems of nutrient loading in the midland lakes 
has been well researched. Further warming would tend 
to exacerbate these difficulties by encouraging greater 
thermal stratification in lake waters and inhibiting 
oxygenation. 

Conclusion 

The scenario developed for greenhouse-led changes in 
Irish climate will have a pervasive effect on many 
aspects of concern to environmental managers. Only 
two major families of impacts are addressed in this 
paper although several other aspects of concern exist. 
It must be stressed however that greenhouse-led 
changes will not be so radical as to take us out of our 
past range of experience for the foreseeable future. 
Rather it is the pervasiveness of changes which we will 
have to come to terms with if we are to accommodate 
to the new enviroumental stage, or rather take the right 
decisions which will enable us to survive econ6mi
cally upon it. Either way the maxim of keeping a safety 
margin as insurance against the unforeseen will more 
than ever be eminently sensible. 
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